Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A key aspect of the vision of interpretable artificial intelligence (AI) is to have decision-making models which can be understood by humans. Thus, while an AI may deliver good performance, providing an insight of the decision process is also an important asset for the given model. Even though the interpretability of AI is widely acknowledged to be a critical issue, it still remains as a challenging task \[[@CR17]\].

Fuzzy set (FS) theory introduced by Zadeh \[[@CR34]\], establishes the basis for Fuzzy Logic Systems (FLSs). Zadeh introduced them to capture aspects of human reasoning and in FLSs are frequently being referred to as 'interpretable'. The main rationale for the latter is that FSs are generally designed in respect to linguistic labels and are interconnected by linguistic rules, which can provide insight into 'why/how results are produced' \[[@CR28]\]. This capacity for interpretability is one of the main assets of fuzzy logic and is often one of the key motivations to use FLSs in decision-making \[[@CR4]\].

While FLSs are considered to possess mechanisms which can provide a good degree of interpretability, research establishing the latter has been comparatively limited. Only in recent years an increasing number of studies have started to focus on fundamental questions such as what *interpretability* is, in general, and in particular in respect to FLSs? From a complexity point of view, how many rules or how many variables per rule is interpretable? Or from a semantic point of view, to which degree are properties of the partitioning of the variables (e.g. *completeness, distinguishability or complementarity*) key for interpretable FLSs? \[[@CR1], [@CR12], [@CR15], [@CR19]\] These studies show that the interpretability of FLSs depends on their various components i.e. the number of rules, the structure of the rule set and the actual interpretability of each rule - which in turn depends on how meaningful the actual FSs are, i.e. how well they reflect the model which the interpreting stakeholder has in mind when considering the given linguistic label \[[@CR12], [@CR13], [@CR28]\].

Traditionally, AI models use statistical optimisation techniques to tune parameters based on a data-driven approach. While these optimisation procedures provide performance benefits, they commonly do not consider whether the resulting model is interpretable or not. This poses an interesting question for the optimisation or tuning of FLS: can we use statistical optimisation to tune FLS parameters without negatively affecting the given FLSs interpretability? I.e., can we have both: interpretability and good performance?

There are several established approaches to tune FLSs using statistical optimisation. Here, ANFIS (adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference system), introduced by Jang \[[@CR14]\], and later extended in \[[@CR6]\] for interval type-2 fuzzy logic system has been one of the most popular. ANFIS uses statistical optimisation to update FLS parameters based on a given training dataset with the objective to deliver good performance, i.e. minimum error. However, during the optimisation, ANFIS does not consider aspects of interpretability \[[@CR27]\], for example potentially changing antecedent and consequent sets drastically in ways which do not align with stakeholders' expectations.

This paper explore whether and how we can design FLSs which can preserve their interpretability while also providing the required degrees of freedom for statistical tuning to deliver good performance.

To achieve the latter, we focus on Non singleton FLSs (NSFLSs) \[[@CR5], [@CR22]\], which are designed to model disturbance affecting a system through its inputs within the (self-contained) fuzzification stage. Recently, NSFLS approaches have received increasing attention \[[@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR21], [@CR24]--[@CR26], [@CR29], [@CR31], [@CR32]\], with a particular focus on the development of FLSs which 'model uncertainty where it arises', i.e. FLSs which model input uncertainty directly and only within the input fuzzification stage. The latter provides an elegant modelling approach which avoids changing otherwise unrelated parameters (e.g. antecedent or consequent FSs) in respect to disturbance affecting a systems' inputs. Most recently, the ADONiS framework \[[@CR23]\] was proposed, where input noise is estimated and the fuzzification stage is adapted at run-time, delivering good performance in the face of varying noise conditions. As noted, ADONiS limits tuning to the fuzzification stage, leaving rules (which can be generated based on experts insights or in a data-driven way) 'untouched', thus providing a fundamental requirement for good interpretability.

In this paper, we compare and contrast the effects of employing both the ANFIS optimisation and the ADONiS adaptation frameworks in response to varying noise levels in a time-series prediction context. We do not aim to explore which approach delivers the best time series prediction (for that, many other machine learning methods are available), but rather, how the resulting FLSs compare after tuning, when both approaches deliver good or at least reasonable results. Specifically, we focus on the degree to which the key parameters -- antecedents and consequents are preserved (we maintain an identical rule set to enable systematic comparison), and thus to which degree the original interpretability of a FLS can be preserved post-tuning using such approaches.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} gives a brief overview of singleton, non-singleton FSs, as well as the ADONiS and ANFIS models. Section [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} introduces methodology including details of the rule generation, training and testing. Section [4](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} provides detailed steps of the conducted experiments and a discussion of the findings. In Sect. [6](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}, the conclusions of experiments with possible future work directions are given.

Background {#Sec2}
==========

Singleton Non-singleton Type-1 Fuzzy Sets {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------

In the fuzzification step of fuzzy models, a given crisp input is characterised as membership function membership function (MF). Generally in singleton fuzzification, the given input *x* is represented by singleton MF.

When input data contain noise, it may not be appropriate to represent them as singleton MFs, as there is a possibility of the actual value being distorted by this noise. In this case, the given input *x* is mapped to non-singleton MFs with a support where membership degree achieves maximum value at *x*. Two samples of non-singleton MFs -under relatively low and high noise- can be seen in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a.

Conceptually, the given input is assumed to be likely to be correct, but because of existing uncertainty, neighbouring values also have potential to be correct. As we go away from the input value, the possibility of being correct decreases. As shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a the width of the non-singleton input is associated with the uncertainty levels of the given input.Fig. 1.Different non-singleton FSs and ADONiS framework structure

ADONiS {#Sec4}
------

The recently proposed ADONiS \[[@CR23]\] framework provides two major advantages over non-singleton counterpart models: (i) in the fuzzification step, it captures input uncertainty through an online learning method--which utilises a sequence of observations to continuously update the input Fuzzy Sets (ii) in the inference engine step, it handles the captured uncertainty through the *sub*-NS \[[@CR24]\] method to produce more reasonable firing strengths.

Therefore, the ADONiS framework enables us to model noise and uncertainty 'where it arises' and also to limit any optimisation impact to the fuzzification and inference steps. In doing so, ADONiS limits tuning to the fuzzification stage and remain rules (which can be generated based on experts insights or in a data-driven way) 'untouched', thus providing a fundamental requirement for good interpretability. --if rules and sets were understood well initially.

The general framework structure of the ADONiS framework can be summarised in the following four steps: Defining a frame size to collect a sequence of observations. For example, when using sensors, such as in a robotics context, the size of the frame may be selected in respect to the sampling rate of the sensors or based on a fixed time frame.In the defined frame, the uncertainty estimation of the collected observation is implemented. Different uncertainty estimation techniques can be implemented in the defined frame.Non-singleton FS is formed by utilising the estimated uncertainty around the collected input. For example, in this paper, Bell shaped FSs are used and the detected uncertainty is utilised to define the width of these FSs.In the inference engine step of NSFLSs, interaction between the input and antecedent FSs results in the rule firing strengths which in turn determines the degree of truth of the consequents of individual rules. In this step, in this paper, the *sub*-NS technique \[[@CR24]\] is utilised to determine the interaction and thus firing strength between input and antecedent FSs.

The overall illustration of ADONiS can be seen in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b and for details, please refer the \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\].

ANFIS {#Sec5}
-----

Neuro-fuzzy models are designed to combine the concept of artificial neural networks with fuzzy inference systems. As one common model, ANFIS is widely used in many applications to improve the performance of fuzzy inference systems \[[@CR2], [@CR3], [@CR9], [@CR16]\]. With ANFIS, model parameters are 'fine-tuned' during optimisation procedures to obtain more accurate approximation than a predefined fuzzy system. An ANFIS illustration with seven antecedents can be seen in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CR6]\].Fig. 2.ANFIS structure

Methodology {#Sec6}
===========

A Mackey-Glass (MG) time series is generated and 1009 noise-free values are obtained for *t* from 100 to 1108. One of the common models for noise is additive white Gaussian noise \[[@CR20]\]. Three different signal-to-noise ratios (20 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB) are used to generate noisy time series with additive Gaussian white noise. These four (noise-free and noisy) datasets are split into 70% (training) and 30% (testing) samples to be used in different variants of the experiments. In the MG generation, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ value is set to be 17 to exhibit chaotic behaviour.

Rule Generation {#Sec7}
---------------

In the literature there are many different rule generation techniques, either expert-driven or data-driven \[[@CR8], [@CR18]\]. In this paper, one of the most commonly used techniques for FLS rule generation -- the *one-pass* Wang-Mendel method is utilised. Even though in the case of interpretability assessment, Wang-Mendel may not be the best approach to generate rules, in order to make a base rule set for both ADONiS and ANFIS and make a fair comparison, we choose to use *one-pass* Wang-Mendel method. In the future, different rule reduction algorithms or other rule generation techniques can be investigated. By following similar FLS architecture in \[[@CR33]\], the rule generation is implemented as follows:
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                \begin{document}$$[x_{min},x_{max}]$$\end{document}$ is defined. In order to capture all inputs (including the ones which are outside of the input domain), the defined domain is expanded by 10% and the *cut-off* procedure is implemented for the inputs which are outside of this domain.

Then the input domain is evenly split into seven regions, and bell-shaped antecedents are generated. As shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, these are named as *Further Left (FL), Medium Left (ML), Close Left (CL), Medium (M), Close Right (CR), Medium Right (MR), Further Right (FR)*.

As in \[[@CR33]\], nine past values are used as inputs and the following $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After forming the input-output pairs as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$((\mathbf{x} ^{1}:y^1),(\mathbf{x} ^{2}:y^2), ..., (\mathbf{x} ^{N}:y^N), )$$\end{document}$ each input value within the pair is assigned to the corresponding antecedent FS (*FL*, .., *M*, .., *FR*). As practised in the Wang-Mendel *one-pass* method, the same seven FSs are used for the consequent FSs, and the outputs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mathbf{y} ^i)$$\end{document}$ are assigned to the corresponding FSs (*FL*, .., *M*, .., *FR*) as well. A sample of the generated rules can be seen in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). For details, please refer \[[@CR33]\].$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} R^1 = \mathbf{IF} \,x_1\,is\,MR\,\mathbf{AND} ...\,\,x_9\,is\,M\;\mathbf{THEN} \,y_1\,is\,CR \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Training {#Sec8}
--------

**ADONiS.** When implementing ADONiS, no formal optimisation procedure is used. Therefore, previously established antecedents $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(FL,..,\,M,..\,FR)$$\end{document}$ and model rules remain untouched.Fig. 3.An illustration of the seven antecedent MFs used.

**ANFIS Optimisation.** In ANFIS implementation, each of the seven antecedent MFs are assigned an input neuron (See Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR6]\]. Then, the gradient descent optimisation technique is implemented to update the antecedent MF parameters and the consequent linear functions. In the meantime, the least-squares estimation method \[[@CR30]\] is used to update the parameters of consequent linear functions in each training epoch. During each epoch, the antecedent FS parameters are updated for each input. Therefore, while beginning with only seven antecedents, after optimisation, many different antecedent FSs may be generated--with associated increase in model complexity.

Performance Evaluation {#Sec9}
----------------------

In order to assess the noise handling capability of each model, we calculate the difference between model predictions and noise-free data values at each time-point. Both ADONiS and ANFIS performances are measured by using the common root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) and in addition, the recently proposed Unscaled Mean Bounded Relative Absolute Error (UMBRAE) \[[@CR7]\]. UMBRAE combines the best features of various alternative measures without suffering their common issues.

To use UMBRAE, a benchmark method needs to be selected. In this paper, the benchmark method simply uses the average of input values as predictions. With UMBRAE, the performance of a proposed method can be easily interpreted: when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ UMBRAE $$\end{document}$ is equal to 1, the proposed method performs approximately the same as the benchmark method; when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ UMBRAE < 1$$\end{document}$, the proposed method performs better than the benchmark method; when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ UMBRAE > 1$$\end{document}$, the proposed method performs worse than the benchmark method.

Experiment and Results {#Sec10}
======================
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                \begin{document}$$\times $$\end{document}$ 4 = 16 different experimental scenarios are implemented, using different noise levels in both rule generation/optimisation and testing phases. Specifically, four different training sets (noise-free, 20, 5 and 0 dB) and four different testing sets (noise-free, 20, 5 and 0 dB) are used--to represent a variety of potential real-world noise levels. In each experiment of ADONiS, the first 700 values are used to generate rules and the remaining 300 values are used for testing. Note that as ADONiS uses 9 inputs to construct input FSs, the first 9 values of the testing set are omitted, leaving only the final 291. In ANFIS, while using the exact same rules as ADONiS, the first 400 data pairs are used as the training set; the following 300 data pairs are used as a validation set; and the final 291 of the remaining 300 data pairs are used as testing set.

Experiment 1: Noise-Free Rule Generation {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------

In the first experiment, the rule set is generated using the noise-free time series dataset. Four different testing datasets (noise-free, 20, 5 and 0 dB) are used.

Results of the ADONiS prediction experiment, with noise free testing, can be seen on the left hand side of Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a. Note that since there is no noise in the testing dataset, the generated input FSs tend to be a singleton FS. Thus, the traditional singleton prediction is implemented in this particular experiment.

After completing noise-free testing, and using the same rule set (from the noise-free training dataset), the 20 dB testing dataset is used in the prediction experiment of ADONiS. The RMSE result of this experiment is shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a. Thereafter, the remaining 5 dB and 0 dB testing datasets are used with the same rule set--RMSE results are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a.Fig. 4.RMSE and UMBRAE results for both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. (Color figure online)

Following the ADONiS prediction (with noise-free rule set and four different testing datasets), ANFIS optimisation is carried out on the previously generated rule parameters and the antecedent parameters are updated in the *'black-box'* manner. Then, these updated antecedents are used in the prediction of noise-free testing dataset. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a as orange bars. Overall, as can be seen, ANFIS outperform ADONiS significantly in this particular experiment.

Thereafter, the same updated rules from the noise-free training dataset, are used with the 20 dB testing dataset. The performance of ANFIS is reported in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a. As can be seen, ADONiS and ANFIS have similar performances under the noise-free and 20 dB noisy testing variant.

Following this, 5 dB and 0 dB noisy datasets were used in testing--RMSE results are illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a. As shown, in both of these noisy conditions, ADONiS outperform ANFIS substantially.

As the second error measure, UMBRAE is calculated between the prediction and noise-free input datasets. These sets of experiment results can be seen right hand side of Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a.

Experiment 2: 20 dB Noisy Rule Generation {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------------

In the four sets used in this experiment, rule generation is completed by using the 20 dB noisy time series dataset. The resulting rules are then used in ADONiS predictions on the noise-free, 20 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB noisy datasets. The RMSE experiment results are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b.

After ADONiS implementation, ANFIS optimisation is implemented on the antecedents' parameters, according to the 20 dB noisy training dataset. Then the ANFIS predictions are performed on the same four (noise-free, 20 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB) different datasets. These prediction results are illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b. These findings show a clear trend that under noise-free or low-noise conditions, ADONiS and ANFIS provide similar performances. Under higher noise levels (5 and 0 dB), ADONiS has a clear performance advantage.

Equivalent results, as evaluated using the UMBRAE error measure, are illustrated on the right hand side of Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b.Fig. 5.RMSE and UMBRAE results for both Experiment 3 and Experiment 4.

Experiment 3 and 4: 5 and 0 dB Noisy Rule Generation {#Sec13}
----------------------------------------------------

The same procedures from the previous experiments are followed. First, rules are generated, based upon the 5 dB noisy time series datasets. Next, ADONiS performance is tested with the four (noise-free, 20 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB) datasets. Afterwards, ANFIS optimisation is used to update the antecedent parameters and ANFIS predictions are completed on the same four (noise-free, 20 dB, 5 dB and 0 dB) testing datasets. 5 dB rule generation results are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a for RMSE and UMBRAE.

Thereafter, 0 dB rule generation is completed and the four different testing results are illustrated in Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b.

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

Overall, the interpretability of a fuzzy model builds upon several components i.e. rules, antecedents and/or consequent numbers, and the semantics at the fuzzy partitioning level. Traditionally, while optimisation techniques may provide a better performance, it leads to changing the parameters (i.e. antecedents FSs) based on a training dataset which results in a less interpretable model. However, since FLSs have mechanisms to provide interpretability, the changing of these parameters in a data-driven way can deteriorate the interpretability of models by causing for example a loss of complementarity, coverage or distinguishability of FSs across a universe of discourse and thus the meaningfulness of the used FSs. Conversely, tuning parameters in the fuzzification step can maintain the interpretability as well as provide a performance benefits.Fig. 6.The used antecedent FSs in both model ADONiS and ANFIS.

Regarding the rule generation in the experiments, while different approaches have been introduced \[[@CR18]\], in this paper we follow the well established Wang-Mendel \[[@CR33]\] rule generation technique. We acknowledge that other approaches may be equally or more viable for example in the given domain of time series prediction, nevertheless, for this paper, our key objective was to generate one basic rulebase which is maintained identical across all FLSs, thus providing a basis for systematic comparison. Further, we note that the specific antecedent and consequent FSs used here are selected arbitrarily (to evenly partition the domain of the variables), and thus are not meaningful in a traditional linguistic sense. However, in this paper, we consider the preservation of the original shape of the FSs (post-tuning) as important (as it is that shape which will be meaningful in applications of FLSs such as in medical decision making, common control applications, etc.).

In the experiment, we first explore the ADONiS model which targets the fuzzification step by limiting the optimisation effect but handling noise 'where it arises'. Second, traditional ANFIS optimisation is used. In this section, after a brief performance comparison, the interpretability is discussed for both models.

Overall, when all the results are scrutinised all together (Figs. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b), it can be seen that ADONiS and ANFIS provide comparable performance. While ANFIS shows better performance in the noise-free training and noise-free cases, especially under high levels of noise, ADONiS' performance is better than that of the ANFIS-tuned FLS.

In the experiments, by following the structure in \[[@CR33]\], the input domain is divided into 7 antecedents, from *Further Left* to *Further Right* (*FL*, .., *M*, .., *FR*) (See Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and each input is assigned with these antecedents as shown on the left hand side of Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a. The same rule set is generated once. In the ADONiS approach, no optimisation procedure is performed offline (all tuning is done online through adaptation) and all the rules, antecedents, consequents remain intact. As can be seen on the right hand side of Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, the same antecedents and consequents are used in the testing stage for ADONiS. Here, the input uncertainty is captured and handled throughout the fuzzification and inference engine process rather than optimising antecedent or consequent parameters. We note that this is intuitive as changes affecting the inputs should not affect the linguistic models of antecedents and consequents - preserving interpretability. For example, when a rule is examined in ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), all the *Medium* (*M*) MFs are the same as in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and it can be observed that the given sample inputs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} IF\,x_1\,is\,M...\,x_5\,is\,MR...\,x_9\,is\,M\;THEN\,y_1\,is\,CR \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$On the other hand, in the ANFIS implementation, although the same rules are used (see the left hand side of Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b) the optimisation procedure focuses on the antecedent parameters. Thus, the parameters are changed in respect to the training data, changing the antecedent and thus necessarily making it different to the original (considered interpretable) model (see the right hand side of Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b). This overall can affect both the semantics and the complexity at the fuzzy partitioning level. For example, the *Medium* MF is changed through the optimisation procedure. As can be seen in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b and rule ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), the *Medium'* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} IF\,x_1\,is\,{\varvec{M'}}...\,x_5\,is\,{\varvec{MR''}}...\,x_9\,is\,{\varvec{M'''}}\;THEN\,y_1 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Therefore, overall, these initial results show that while both models can provide comparable prediction results under different levels of noise, tuning parameters in the fuzzification stage only can help to maintain the semantic meaningfulness (completeness, distinguishability and complementarity) of the used antecedent FSs which can overall provide a more 'interpretable' FLS model in contrast to a 'brute force' optimisation approach such as offered by traditional optimisation approaches for FLSs such as ANFIS.

Conclusions {#Sec15}
===========

One of the main motivations to use FLSs is their capacity for interpretability ability which is highly related to both complexity (number and structure of rules, variables) and semantic (completeness, distinguishability or complementarity at the level of the fuzzy set partitions) aspects. In regards to the performance of FLSs, while optimisation techniques can be applied to deliver improved performance, such optimisation has traditionally lead to changes of the same key parameters which are vital for interpretability, thus delivering improved performance at the cost of poorer interpretability. In this paper, we explore the possibility of automatically tuning an FLS to deliver good performance, while *also* preserving its valuable interpretable structure, namely the rules (kept constant), antecedents and consequents. Through a detailed set of time series prediction experiments, the potential of the ADONiS framework, which handles input noise where it arises, is explored in comparison to a traditional ANFIS optimisation approach. The behaviour and performance of both approaches is analysed with a view to inform future research aimed at developing FLSs with both high performance and high interpretability.

We believe that these initial results highlight a very interesting research direction for FLSs which can maintain interpretability by modelling complexity only in specific parts of their structure. Future work will concentrate on expanding the experimental evaluation with different rule generation techniques and datasets while broadening the capacity for optimisation beyond the specific design of ADONiS. Also, the use of interpretability indices will be explored to compare/contrast different model efficiently in regards to performance and interpretability ability.
